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The synthetic nature of Particle Physics

I. The SM Lagrangian
(since 1973 in its full content)

In () the approximate dates of their experimental shining
(at different levels)



An alternative definition of the SM

G = SU(3)� SU(2)� U(1)Gauge group1.

Particle content (rep.s of   )G - See below2.

All                   except forOi : d(Oi) � 4 �Fµ�F̃µ�3.

(In spite of                   , neutron EDM                  )� 10�16� e · cmFµ�F̃µ� = �µJµ

(equally precise!)



The particles of the Standard Model

A complete story?     
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     A single scalar?



 Problems of (questions for) the SM

1. Unaccounted phenomena

2. Why              ?� � 10�10

3.                  only?Oi : d(Oi) � 4

4. Lack of calculability

neutrino masses
Dark matter
Baryon asymmetry

unaccounted phenomena (?)
vacuum stability
Landau poles
Gravity

the hierarchy problem
the flavour paradox
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Key neutrino measurements
from current knowledge
of oscillations only

Lisi et al

neutrino-less
decay��

m��

beta-decay
endpoint

m�

large scale
structures

� = m1 + m2 + m3

hypothetical measurements
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Palanque-Delabroullle et al 2015

Dell’Oro et al 2015

determination
�m�



Lesgourgues et al

▶ Not independent on “priors” but still highly significant



Electric Dipole Moments
in absence of other CPV operators

limit (e cm) year SM (e cm)

electron 2013

neutron 2006

8.7 · 10�29

2.9 · 10�26

� 10�38

� 10�31 (*)

(*) if � � 10�21

ACME Collaboration

using a polarized ThO molecule
Gabrielse (Harvard), DeMille (Yale) et al
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 ⇔  axions  ⇔  Cold DM� < 10�16

as the most interesting regionma = 10�5 ÷ 10�3 eV



The classic search

Not easy to 
explore the

most relevant
region

ADMX

ma = 10�5 ÷ 10�3 eV



The coupling of the axion to spin

(gs = 10�(12÷17)gp
GeV

m�
)

DFSZ
KSVZgp = A�
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� �Beff · �� � =
e
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 Summary on proposed exp.s using NMR/EMR
CASPEr  axion wind/NMR

limited in frequency (mass)
but size of the effect OK

not limited in frequency
but size of the effect smaller

static source  NMR

frequency OK
detection method still under scrutiny

QUAX axion wind/EMR

Beff/T � 10�23 MT /T � 10�20

Beff/T � 10�22 MT /T � 10�19

Beff/T � 10�22 MT /T � 10�21

(ma/eV = 10�4, � = 0.1sec)

(ma/eV = 10�4, � = 10�6sec)

(ma/eV = 10�7, � = 0.1sec)

YIG

Axion

Wind

RF 
Power



vacuum stability

mt = ytv

mH = 2
�

�v

mW = gv/
�

2

With current values of mH , mt, �S , . . .

�(� 1011 GeV ) < 0

⇒ A second minimum of V at � � 1011 GeV
to which   should tunnel in a very long time (>>        )v tUniv

- Is there a real meta-stability at           ?� < MPl

- Any experimental implication?
- Connection to inflation?
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The hierarchy problem, once again
Can we compute the Higgs mass/vev in terms

⇒ Look for a top “partner” (coloured, S=0 or 1/2)

of some fundamental dynamics?

�t � 0.4
�

� TeV �g � 1.1
�

� TeV �g� � 3.7
�

� TeV

with a mass not far from 1 TeV
(we have become more prudent!)
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Are there any strictly natural theory 
compatible with current data?

- Not in my view
- Searching for “top partners” remains the key

- However, if one is willing to accept a (partial)
doubling of the SM (“Twin Higgs”)

can conceive a situation like

SM neutrals

SU(3)� SU(2)� U(1)� (SU(3)� SU(2)� U(1))2

-

-

-

v

⇒
TTeV

10 TeV

h
t

tM

h
t
WM

T

“top partner(s)”

top partner(s)



 LHC signatures of light mirror glueballs
important parameters:

BR(h� g̃g̃) = 3%(
3

f/v
)4

SM via Higgs mixingG̃0+ �
c�(G̃0+) � 3m(

8 GeV

m(G̃0+)
)7(

f/v

3
)4

A = 1÷ 6

�̃QCD, mb̃, f

�(h� g̃g̃)
�(h� gg)

= (
A�̃3

�3

v2

f2
)2

Craig, Katz, Strassler, Sundrum



Only one scalar: the Higgs boson?
Dec 2011 Dec 2015



The flavour paradox
Yukawa couplings: a piece of physical reality

as opposed to: ?!?!?
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Which direction to take in flavour physics?

1. High energy exploration

2. Indirect signals of new physics at the TeV scale

3. Putative anomalies in B-decays
B � D(D�)�� B � Kµ+µ�/e+e�P �

5(B � K�µ+µ�)Vub exc/inc



B-physics “anomalies”
b� c��

b� sl+l�

P �
5 anomaly in the    distribution)q2(could be related to the 

Both a           deviation from the SM20÷ 30%
However tree (1) versus loop level (2)!

1.

2.





Consistency with data (and expected signals)
and correlated processesb� sµµ̄

required by Rµ/e
K allowed by � � µ� µ� e�

B, Isidori, Pattori, Senia



Signorelli - SNS, 7-10 Dec 2014

Motivation: extra degrees of freedom + unification

Lepton Flavour Violation



Current limits

time for improvement



Outlook of the Outlook

in the current uncertain state of particle physics

useful/necessary to have a diversified program 

(LHC, precision, flavour, astro-cosmo-particle, DM)

While the exploration of the energy frontier remains
a main task of particle physics,

(not the first nor the last such situation)



Vagnoni - SNS, 7-10 Dec 2014

from ≃ 20% to ≾ 1%
Motivation: test CKM (FCNC loops)



Dark Matter: QCD Axions
mafa � 10�4 eV · 1011GeV

as the most interesting regionma = 10�5 ÷ 10�3 eV





Nice prospects in the quark sector ...

...but flattening out after ∼2022





1. How solid are the “current” lower bounds on 
top-partner masses?

Holes that must 
be covered



≈ LHC now

hard to achieve

an indicative MSSM

fine tuning
some NMSSM 

a =
3�2

t

4�2

model dependent
� � �m2

h

m2
h

� a
M2

NP

m2
h

- Things do not work the way they were originally thought
- Not a serious problem at a fundamental level

 2. How dramatic is the “little hierarchy problem”?

LHC-13 TeV

In any way FCC-hh a must



B, Cerdonio, Fiorentini, Vitale 1989
on electron spins

Proposal 1 (axion DM wind)

on nucleon spins
Graham, Rajendram 2010
CASPEr 2014

Solving Block eq.s, at resonance ma =
2�NBext � 10�7 eV

Bext

T

2�eB
ext � 10�4 eV

Bext

T

10�19T (ma = 10�7 eV, � = 0.1 sec)

10�21T (ma = 10�4 eV, � = 10�6 sec)
MT = �2

e,NBeff
e,N nS� cos (mat)

nS = 1022/cm3

e

N

e

N

� = min(�a, �rel, �R)



Electron Electric Dipole Moment
�de =� ��de

CP

de = (�2.1 ± 3.7 ± 2.5) · 19�29 e · cm

U = ��de · Eeff

Eeff = 84 GV/cm

ACME Collaboration

using a polarized ThO molecule
Gabrielse (Harvard), DeMille (Yale) et al

C = charge conjugation P = parity


